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DIAlt lOWllt ,,uoot !TUDINT!, PAltlNT!, AND ,AtUlTY, 

--
We were fortunate to have author Elise Broach visit our school this year. Ms. Broach has 

c:a.Yc--. · published three novels and five picture books for children, with two more coming soon. During her 

1 presentations to our students and teachers, Ms. Broach talked about her life, in particular her early 
, - ; years, and how she became a writer. She said she was always a storyteller, from the time she - , 
~ learned to talk. She showed us a picture of the first book she wrote, at age six. The book had a 

picture of a large brown dog on the cover. Then she showed her first book that was published
with a large brown dog on the cover. It took many years, but that seed of an idea from her sixth 
year, became her first published book. J /I 

( u / 
~~ ~ 

p How inspiring this was for our young writers! Treasures and Dreams has always been a ..._ ~ 
d:--~ vehicle for showcasing our students' best writing. Perhaps one day something published here will be 

shown by one of our students as their first published piece! To the students I suggest: Keep up with 
your journals and writer's notebooks this summer. You never know what may happen during your 

\11,,.~. lifetimeasawriter. '!.-1.:_ ~ 
',.",p__ ·-<. ..;..-,--~ 

.,,.-- (""' .. 
In response to our previous issue, I received a congratu latory email from Dr. Chermak, our 

headmaster. Below you will find his ode to Treasures and Dreams. I think it can safely be said that 
he leads by example! 

r- t -

Have a wonderfuol summer and happy reading.[.._ - l-,%~ 
Sincerely, _ _ 1 
Nancy Cantor, editor _ _ J {,;} , 

r 

Ode to Treasures and Dreams 

Beautiful words, leap off the page 
Students express their feelings

confidently, elegantly 
Treasures to be shared 

A springtime for young writers 
Talents budding! 

Dr. Jerome Chermak Headmaster 

t. Ii~,~ -"' i 1 ~ 
I\,__ - 'A :. tOl'llt Dl!ICNID DY !PINtllt DII. 

1

~ All lllU!TltATION! IY TltlA!Ultl! AND DltlAM! !TA,I!. /) 
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DICDlUl!IA 
Beach 

Blue water all around 
Salty, wet, calm, and smooth. 

Water feels happy on me ·,_/~ 
..._...)J~ 

Ben Biegelsen Grade 3 ~ L~ 
I 

l ~\:or---::: .. 
( - ----· ' 

Day atthe Beach ~ ,,. .... -.p- :..f-

One time I went to the beach near Rio 
Vista in Fort Lauderdale. I went in the water 
and I thought I saw a shark. It kind of looked 
like humongous black fish. It turned out to 
be three tarpons swimming together. I got 
out, but then I was brave and went back in. 

Hudson Ferris Grade 1 

Beach 

The beach is a peaceful place to be. I 

hear the waves hitting the shore. You can see 

the color change as you look out further. If 

you look up at the clouds they look like cotton 

balls. You can also see the sky's reflection in 

the water. If you are feeling sad, the beach is 

a lovely place to go. 

Josh Gates 

I ;1 
, -') ' Ir"' 

I I / /. / 
;:;£::..- __ ;-.::~~~~ 

The Huge Ocean 
Blue ocean water 

Comes up in a tsunami 
Sadly covers town 

Grade 4 

Jonas Meltzer Grade 3 

The Fish 

I'm going, I'm really, really going ... to 
the coral ridge reef. When we arrived I ran up <c..-'\;7 
the steps and onto the beach. There were 
huge dull gray rocks shaped like half ovals. w,,...~ 
Fish like little rainbows explored the rocks. I ~-4....> 
ambled closer so I could get a long look. Their 
real colors danced around the rocks - blue, 
yellow, orange, and all different colors. I put 
my hands into the cracks filled with water. A 

rainbow fish swam into a hole in a rock - Ji 
maybe to find food, I imagined! I named her 
Rose. This was one of the most perfect beach 
days ever!!! /~ ......... _ly 

L.:/'. ... ,J '-"--- ~ .. ~ ~ ~ 
Paige Gillon r ,_ - Grade 2 '" -

l ~ _ _) 

\ 1 / Snorkeling 

"e;-~ Aboard the boat 
Into the water 

@~ 
Next to the octopus J~·, ) 
Through the cavern 

Over the rocks ~ 
Behind the fish 

Past the shipwreck -i • i..:!...,.:_ 
Beneath the boat f -~ 1 

On to the ship~ 
Going home ·~ 

Wesley Mahon Grade 4 

The Beach 

If I could fly, I would see the beach. 
The fish would be swimming in the ocean. The 
sand would feel like little hot seeds. 

Grade K 
(;~ 



(IIIIPY (114 Wlll! 

_ Persona ~ , .•. , 
. ,y 

I am wrapped up tight in a cocoon, (, •. J : , , 
like a blanket on a cold winter night. t!:fJ. ~ 

J~ Elephant and Ant 

~\- \ .,,... --~ 
I am twisting and turning waiting to pop out 
into a butterfly, like a kernel into popcorn. 
Finally, I break out. At last, I am free. \ J 
I can swoop through the air ~ '""' 
and leave this cage. ....~ 
I am set free. - 1. __ ) 
I can fly away, I can weave with the wind 

r, > r.;5-) 
, ./-./ .. , 

and do as I please. 
I can lie on a leaf on a warm summer day. 
I have wings with spots as yellow as the sun 
and my wings are blue as a blueberry's. , 

I move with the wind, rfJD --V 
I am a butterfly.. . .. f:-_. .. y 

., 'v 
Natalie Linares Grade 4 

~ (( ) ) ) 

~ It sticks to the web, as the web wave~ 
the branches. It looks like it is waiting for L 
something. Whoosh! A bug crashes in the .. 

sticky web. The spider charges at the bug. It 

must be starving from waiting. There are 

twelve other bugs also stuck to the sticky 

web. Whoosh! Another bug crashes in the 

stringy web. Wow! There are so many bugs 

that the spider has to eat. I think he should 

stay in that spot because there will be lots of 

bugs. 

~ Dylan Romig Grade 2 

Caterpillar 

Eating bright green leaves 
Lies a green caterpillar 

On his little knees 

Patrick Mena Grade 4 

· \ rD.' ~ Elephant ~ " 
- Ll Fat, big ,_l '-L . ; ''-rr-fl.) 

Eating, swimming, drinking ~-D 
Elephants are big and ants are small 

Working, marching, searching for food 

Jr 
t. 

Small, weak , • 

., )~ Ant Gc:D 
, .,,. 
Gabby Sonkin Grade 4 

"1'.,,. '( * ... 
Crickets -t '1f * 

+ 
Crickets chirp at night 
Helping me fall asleep 

Like a lullaby. 

Sophia Bugnone Grade 3 

. 
;>·)-o·

- --J, 
-- __ i 

tt\. Horse and Ant M.. 
~~

11 
• _ o Horse c-------''~ 
· t ating, running ~~ 
Playing, galloping, drinking . ) 

Galloping in the fields · 
Small, crawling ----

Eating, working, looking ~ 
Trying to find food ~ 

~ Ant ~ 
Savannah Barney · Grade 4 

~:J ~ ~~: ~:g. Spring is here 

/.'.: ~ 
When butterflies dance 
The robins are flying by 

You know it is spring 

Grade 3 Luca Zislin 
~cl-........... 

-v Cr~ 
~~/ 

. ..... 

ff) r-;, 
(_;'.'. c· 

" 



,uN IN TUI !UN 
Summer and Winter 

Summer 
Bright, breezy 

Playing, swimming, running 
Pool, outdoors, snow, icicles 

Sledding, skiing, shivering 
Cold, chilly 

Winter 

Amanda Gordon 

Spring 

L...j 

Grade 4 

) The birds chirping! 

. '· 

The clouds waking up the sky! h The sun lighting up the whole world with 
happiness and light! 

Flowers blooming so fast it's like a snap! 

~
2: ~. ,· Spring is the most beautiful time! . ,,. 

{~ Nicole Steiner Grade 3 

r 1 

~ Spring Has Sprung 'V 'V Spring is blooming all around town 
So don't goof off and be a clown 

The yummy cold ice cream being licked by 
your tongue 

SPRING HAS SPRUNG!!! 
Don't you dare leave here at all 

And don't even think about going 
to the famous mall 

So come here with us on this beautiful day 
And PLAY!!! 

' .,..,. 
·~ ., 

) I 

I 

Spring's Fabulous Season 

Spring is here, 
Time to cheer, 

Flowers are growing, 
Birds are crowing, 
Bells are ringing, 

People are singing, 
Spring has sprung! 

There are little showers, 
With lots of power, 
Here comes the sun, 

Jump up and run. 

/ 1 , ' 1 / 

I 
// / J, 

I I I I .t , 
r .' .,· 1 

Ashley Cottone Grade 3 

Spring 

Spring has sprung and the 
season has begun ., 

the flowers are blooming each day. 
They are singing like swans 
trying to tell you it's spring. 

Spring is in the air, spring is in the grass, 
and spring is everywhere. 

Let's go out and play, it's a wonderful day. 

Faraaz Sadruddin Grade 3 

Gr~e 3 ._ ..,_ '> 1 ( 
,,,. o..:: 

Sarah Bell 

Spring Has Arrived 

Spring feels like a cool breeze 
The birds fly around the flowers 
while they bloom 
There are daisies, sunflowers, 
and chrysanthemums 

'\· ::::- -, .---... Summer ~ . · .. ·P 1 

' 

Welcome Summer lfl l.). d · 
Bring us all lots of heat 

So we can cool down in the pool Q Have Fun! 

~\ Ryan Sherota Grade 4 

The sun shines while the water drops 
The grass is green and tall 
Butterflies and dragonflies fly around 
everywhere 
All the kids come out and play 
because spring has arrived 

Reighan Sheppard Grade 3 



CRR, MOO, tQUAWIC 
~ Beautiful Bird 

Birds chirp while they fly. 
Slowly they land on a branch. 

One by one they fly. 

Max Kaplan Grade 4 

~ 

Sharks ~~ 
" , ,, ... 

/ , 

ft~l'r:r(; / 
(~ ·t,--\ J, 

, j ~ 

If I Could Fly 

~_; If I could fly, I would fly to Af~ic;. I , .__. 

would see elephants and giraffes, tigers 

t 

Owl / 
ihl 

Silent as the dark night 

As white as vanilla milk { f * 
l\ Beautiful as snow ,v_ 1 
'l Owl. ltdJ 

Tyler Pumper Grade 4 ) 

~ Tweet 

,- ) The birds tweet all day 
~ Birds fly tree to bush today 

/};~) They eat seeds for lunch _,..{ ~ --. ~ -·: 

C__J Max Dragoslavic Grade 3 ~ ~ 

,... ,...., 
Cinquain 

Monkey 
..A 

, Funny, skilled, 
- Swinging through the jungles 

branches and branches and twigs 
Ape 

,#. 

' 

sneaking, lions playing with their parents, and 

a monkey climbing for a banana! Ji~, Philippe Hakim Grade 4 

Jordan Margolis ('-;_.) -, Grade K 

~~ l; 
~ . • •. r' 

t;-; \S°' ;.i ) r,- ' . 

\'-'--.' r ·-Diamante 
~ l} 

Zoo 
Surprising, wonderful 

Fascinating, miraculous, astonishing • 
Giraffes, alligators, zebras, lions 

Loving, hating, amazing 
'~ ,1 Animals, beasts / / 

·\,< _ . -~·, Menagerie 

-•/ -r~ason Rosenberg /;\ '{ 

'{·"-;-I; \. 
~ :p' /I 

br_. \---R·· ·\(/ ~ 
.J' I 
,,- I 

-I.. - _, 

Grade 4 

Birds 

They look pitch black like the secret 

night. They soar gracefully through the white 

and blue sky covered with puffy clouds. They 

chirp so loud that my ears pop. You can hear it 

from a mile away. They have eyesight as stern 

as a hawk. They spread their wings as long as 

a Bald Eagle. They flutter and frolic quickly 

through the humid air, as they disappear into 

the sky. 

Ryan Drucker 
\. . ' 

/ ~ 

I 0' , 
' f \ I I 

Grade 2 

v 1 



,&Mil Y CATIIIRINC c.-z;-;;;t? 
Sarah the Cake Boss 

Sarah 
Likes to bake 

in the afternoon 
in the kitchen 

She's the cake boss 

Noah Amster Grade 2 

Aaron 

Adorable 
Affectionate baby cousin 
Really cute 
One I really love 
Never a dull moment 

Rachel Baxter Grade 4 

MyMom 

My mom looks like a beautiful princess 
She smells like a pretty flower 

My mom feels soft as a stuffed animal 
She sounds like birds singing 

My mom tastes like a delicious cookie 

Archie Vincent Grade 1 

' -/ - .....--,( i ~ 
~ r ' 

\ \. I L~~y jl.JJ / , - , I - \v My Brother 

I have a new baby brother. When I got 
to hold my baby brother I was so excited. I 
had to sit on the couch. I like him because he 
is cute. He smiles at my grandma and my 
mommy and my dad too. I helped my mommy 
by changing the diaper and holding him when 
we had to get ready to go to the doctor's 
office. I love my baby brother! 

- -.. . . ) 

Brianna Ramos-Schwartz · ::---,....~ Grade 1 
..,., f-:lnT ·; 
' ·t:DJ~ 

J 

,,[J~J LD'~ Mom 
'1fitJ - ~ 

Awesome, caring 
Driving, cleaning, helping, 

Always there for me, 
Cool, awesome 

Gavin Ward Grade 4 

Cooking With My Grandma 

Poof, poof, yuck! Flour just got in my 
eye. I am at my grandmother's making a cake 
with my brother Michael. It is fantastic! We all 
put on aprons and mitts, and then we get busy 
baking the cake. I am so excited. Now we are 

going to bake the cake- amazing! The first thing ~ 
we need to do is get all the kitchen tools. I grab 
the salt, water, and butter. I slide the butter all 

1 

over the pan to get it slippery. We don't want 
the dough to get stuck to the pan. My brother 
and I take turns mixing. The cake in the oven 
smells like a flood of chocolate filling the room. 

/ 

Grade2~/V •· 

/,, -
·~, . -~~ 

Romy Peretz 

MyMom 
\ 

rri::-: Mymom 

L Likes to go shopping 
~ _ In the afternoon 

At the mall 
She is the number one shopping queen. 

Alexandra vonKahle' Grade 1 

Mommy 

Kind, loving 
Gorgeous, funny, sweet 

Playful, protective, lovely, shining 
Mommy 

Molly Schlesinger Grade 1 



PIOPll AND OUR WORlD 

Passionate 
Embrace 
Always patient 
Capable 
Endless 

Joah Barrero 

Peace 

Grade 4 

,,. _ //~ 
All Day .?--1-o:..· 

....... :;_--::_/ ; 

..__ __ .J 

Out of the soft, comfy bed 
Into the clothes, waiting in the closet 
On the stool, eating breakfast 
Towards the street, bus waiting 
Between the friends, on the way to school 
In the desk, taking a test n 
Among the food, in the lunchroom li.J 
In front of the math book, working hard • 
Beside the bus, getting in 
Inside the house, done with homework 
Across the couch, watching TV , 

Along the stairs, climbing up 't¥r"1\ l 
Upon the bed, falling asleep 2:;t:.-:- =
ln the dream, a party all night r\ 

Spencer Dee Grade 4 

4tr 
Lost 
Wandering aimlessly, never being found. 
Cold 
In ways only company can warm. 
Dark 
With no light to guide you. 
Dead 
Yet alive, but barely breathing. 
Broken 

I 

• I~ 

... 'l People and Aliens 

' ·' ....._. People 
Cool, Humans 

Caring, Sharing, Daring 
Normal, Tall, Short, Ages of Life 

7 C:. Outer Space, Unknown, Green, 
; \ ~, UFO, Take over our Planet c~/ Alien 

~ Joshua Schultz Grade 4 

-! ~r 

My Teacher 

My teacher 
Pretty, good-looking 
Funny, skinny, young 

Happy, loving, sweet, awesome 
Mrs. Rodriguez 

Emma Skaff 

('"\ ) 
V 

Friends 

Grade 1 

Alana and I 
Swim and play 

In the afternoon 
In the bay 

We love to play. 

Grade 1 

My Play Date 
' t. I'- ,, 
~../ I~-~-; 

I ii -· ~-
With a spirit that could never be mended 

t~\. -' 

~-J. I 
\ 

11 

My friend and I 
Have a play date 
In the afternoon 

At my friend's house 
Because it's fun. 

Brianna Gonzal/ /,'/ / \\\.Grade 5 
1 I 

Jaden Zinn Grade 1 

I - ir-
e- -

I , 
0 
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Sunset CL ~ f\' : Flying 

If I could fly, I would fly to outer space. 
I'd see satellites and rockets. The Earth would 
look like a marble. 

Maddie Musso . /\. 
). ~ 
,· ./ 

Grade K 

4-t ~'.' r, Molt ~ ~:): 
~ 1( The moon shines at me., ' ' 

" It sparkles like a diamond \ !. 'o, in the night sky. ~ 

Jonathan Mayer Grade 3 

~L.\,9s4~f~ \ 
~ ~ Sky _·-\:t' 

\ , Aboard the airplane \/ 
Across the sky " 

Beneath the clouds 
Through the air 
Beyond the land 

Toward the islands 
Within the area 

Sebastian Rabassa Grade 4 

Andrew Simon 

The dark tree sits in front of 
the crisp lavender sky. 

The sky, with a cherry red scenery 
brings the tree flawlessly to life . 

The sun sets directly behind the cherry red 
t and crisp lavender sky. fl'\~ 1~ 

} , With a bright, yellow sun, Y~ 
The picture becomes one of its ow~~ -

Everything fits perfectly, ~ 
From the tree with one-hundred branches, 

To the three different colored clouds 
in the sky. 

The bright, miscellaneous colors in the clouds,~ 
Feel like it can melt ice. _ v, 

The light breeze made a tune that whistled t-5 
through my ears, (~/ 

As if I was in the middle of a slow, violin V 
performance. 

Michael Gonzalez nf 
~~ 
.t/ f 

Sun 

Grade 4 

"- '\ / / 

-~()"// ~ / 

Bright, shining 7' 1 -
Circling, burning, soaring ; 

Heating the earth's environment / ( \ \ \: 
Heater · 

Gabriel Porges Grade 4 



,u1t1tY ,1t1IND! 
Cinquain 

Dog 
Furry, Playful 

Fetching, Walking, Petting 
Makes me happy 

Puppy 

Tommy Decker Grade 4 

Bella 

~~ Bella 
(1/ Cute, cuddly 

i ~ 
Snuggly, loveable, nice 

) 
. Jumpy, nocturnal, fluffy, fuzzy 

·• Hamster 
_, 

Jillian Juskiewicz Grade 1 

My Dog 

Frankie 
Likes to lick 
Every day 

. 

~ lhrJ"v 
In the afternoon 

Loves me \ ~ 

,_ 

Robert Zeltsman Grade 2 

Puppies 

Nice and playful 
Cute and soft 

My puppy ran away. 
He looked just like Biscuit, 

with brownish-yellowish fur. 
The police man found him, 
far away at the post office. 

He brought him back. 
We finally had a good day. 

Holland West Grade K 

My Kitten 

t0 r 
I' 

• · My cat 
J Plays with yarn 

In the morning - ..... . . ( 
.._ ,#' ~ .. At my house r He has a lot of fun. 

tzr---V Ava Sherota Grade 1 

'JI >5 

Puppies 

Cute and soft 

()

CP 

~.j 

Also sweet 
Cheerful and loving 

Funny too 
Puppies are happy 

And they make me happy too 

Shivani Vakaria Grade K 

1ff:
. 

... 0 
I 

(. 

Diamante 

Dog 
Playful, loud 

Barking, playing, running 
Hound, bulldog, calico, 

Sleeping, eating, drinking 
Sleepy, quiet 

Cat 

Isabella Fraser Grade 4 <fill 
We Play Fetch 

My dog 
Plays fetch with me 

At night 
In the backyard 
Because it's fun. 

Sarrah Ghadiali Grade K 



NATURl't WONDIRlAND 
The Tree of Peace (11\ \~r .. ~ 

' \ The tree I watch, the tree I see, the 
tree is peaceful and it sees me. It stands in the 
bright boiling sun proud and tall. I think it's 
the best tree of them all. I grin at its different 
shades of green and it grins at me. The leaves 
fly in the wind and sound like a dancing 
maraca. I have to say that the tree is a trooper 
in a way. It's the tree of peace. I think its 
bumpy brown base is beautiful. That tree of 
peace will always be in my heart. 

Veronica Bloomberg ~ 
F ~ 

Grade 2 

/
,. ~ _·1r· 
< , 4 Peaceful Forest 

~ \ / , 

~ I____,.. I smell the strong plants. I hear 
woodpeckers pecking on wooden trees. I see 
canopies covering the sun, and I feel peaceful. 
I hear the tall trees rustling. The forest looks 
so crowded in green; it looks like there's no 

'4 
way out. The grass and trees look like 
beautiful giant emeralds. I see birds like blue 
jays, orioles, and parrots flying above the 
trees. It feels like you're at the beach because 
it is deserted, desolate, calm, serene, quiet 
and lonely. , 

Michael Sagaro Grade 4 

r1~-~(~, -. -
~( 'i! )//:' 
; .... }/ ( /l _ The Silent Forest 

The whistling wind blows like a bird 
singing. The pale blue sky is brightening the 
day. Emerald green leaves blow through the 
air. Frogs are zapping bugs. There are trees 
bolting straight up into the galaxy. The forest 
is very relaxing. 

_\ 
Logan Simons 

' 
Grade 4 

. 
. ,~ 

Nature 

Flowers grow nicely 
Beautiful nature here, there 
Almost everywhere 

Clarissa Zisman Grade 3 

Sunflower ~ 
I;, "-.\ 

My favorite flower is a sunflower. 
love sunflowers for many reasons. 

I 

Sunflowers are colorful with yellow petals and 
have black seeds in the center. Sunflowers ,...-(~ 
bloom big and tall so it's easy to find them. 
Sunflowers are bright like a sunny day. 
Sunflowers make me happy because they look 
like a big smiling face. When sunflowers are in 
a vase at home they last a long time. In 
conclusion, sunflowers are the best flowers in 
the world! 

Sarah Fleischer Grade 3 

Flowers 

Colorful, Pretty 
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue 

So pretty like you!!! 

Livia Sciulli ff? Grade 4 

' 
Leaves 

Leaves are big and small 
Leaves change color in the fall 

Leaves are beautiful. 

Lauren Leblanc Grade 4 



, r-
r ')l /', IX(ITINC IYINT! 

/ _:; (l\ 
\ ' Fireworks ~ Basketball i ~ 
Light flashes on the ground small, tiny 07" Basketball ~ ® 

and bright. Twirly lights, like a snake, catch on , -~ Fun, exciting 
fire. I lit another one with the red, orange, h~ J Dribbling, shooting, rebounding 
blue fire and threw it up by the steps. Bang, ~ - -=:- Happy, tiring, running, jumping 
loud stomps! My feet pounced on the fire and Awesome [i) 
it slowly blew out. Brown spots are left on my 
beige shoes. I love fireworks and I love the * .,,., _ Max Greenwald Grade 4 
New Year celebration! --= ..::::::} R:f 

/ ' ' ...... ..... t:11 v:,;, 
Samantha Feder-Trosclair Grade 3 

1 

(, ,..-v~ · J '<:'.1)1 

{--./0~ 

,-1 \\ ' \ 

Roller Coaster 

Aaaaugh! The roller coaster roared 
while it zoomed up the tunnel. It came out so 
high and twisted like a tornado. Next, over a, 
huge upside down loop, it shot down like a 
bullet - zoom! We flew under the bridge while 
going through mist then shot straight up like a 

Storm 

\ \ \ 
\ ' Boom! It is pouring. 

Fascinating, gleaming power! 
Thunder shakes the house. 

Grade 3 

Fire 

rocket. Zoom ... behind the tunnel. .. whoa! _/--_ 
Twisting and looping ... then we started to -

Burning everything 
It's pure red and steaming hot 

slow down, over a river, then shot upside 
down and down behind the tunnel. We 
slowed to a stop, and I left with an out- of

this· world smile! • 

Trent Wantman ~ Grade 2 

-\,· ~ HotandCold ~~,, 

• J \ Fie,;,:arm ~ 
Sizzling, burning, boiling 

Torrid, heated, chilly, frosty 

\

Freezing, shi~~~:]~~~~~me7ring 1\ 
JV Cold \ 

/ Logan Alters Grade 4 

Burnt ash left over /-

Grade 3 Joshua Gavsie 

._<1 C~vfa ~ , 
..:...:;t:' 

\. '--1 :- ~\r I ' ~ .' 1~ Our Fairy Tale Festival ~ 

~ On Wednesday, it was the Fairy Tale 
Festival. I dressed up as Jasmine. I had 
sparkles all over my dress .. We played games 
where we had to guess the character of our 
friends. It was so much fun! We went outside 
with our parents and we sat on blankets and 
stretched out our bodies. Then we read fairy 
tale books and ate and drank. It was great and 
I wish I could do this every year. I will never 
forget this time! 

Olivia Kessler Grade 1 
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Kayaking ---~ .... 

This weekend I went to the beach and 
went kayaking for the first time with my dad 
and my sister. I felt like I stepped into grassy .-" ~. -water when I went into the water. The first 
time I tried to kayak I got to paddle. It was so 
difficult to try paddling. I saw dolphins 
jumping very high and they were so cute. I 
also saw jellyfish and stingrays. When I was in 
the kayak I almost tipped it over. It was a 
yellow kayak and it was very big. I was very 
scared on it. My sister and I loved it! It was so 
sunny and there were no clouds in the sky. 0 
The sky was very blue. 

) , 

Out My Window / 

Drip! Drop! I hear rain out my window like a 
humungous giant is sitting on my house and 
crying. 

v ,1 v 

Crash! Crash! Light is out my window like 
colossal fireflies flickering back and forth. 
Boom! Boom! I hear thunder out my window 
like a giant drum was being played every five 
seconds. 
It's impossible to get hurt in my nice cozy bed. 

/t ~ ~1 
Jared S. Cohen , ~ : :5' Grade 4 
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j 1 .;n .0. If I Could Fly flh, 
Ally Alter Grade 1 

The Water - ~-------!. -.;-- If I could fly, I would go to the beach. I 

The water ripples 
Moving with the strong current 
On the sandy shore 

Jacob Levine Grade 3 

/ .. ~ ._ -~---__... 

The canal is as smooth as a warm 
blanket. There are stumpy maroon rocks. The 
water is hitting the shore like it's lonely. The 
shadows are so light you can barely see it. The 
clouds look wispy and bushy with a still 
surface. It feels sleepy and relaxing. I can 
meditate anywhere and anytime. It has 
streaming water. I hear bushes rustling. The 
rocks feel like cotton balls. There are birds 
circling around me. I see my shadow deep in 
the water. Frogs look at me as I pass by. It's 
quiet, too quiet. I can fall asleep in one 

would see dolphins swimming in the water. I 
would see palm trees. The palm trees would 
be blowing. ( 

\t 
Sarah Guttman Grade K 
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• Rain Drop "'"~v 

Emerges from clouds ~ 
Trickles down the emerald grass 

It shrivels away 

Lucas Han 

C 
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Waterfall 

Grade 4 

The waterfall sight 

second. I love the water. \ 

Logan Cove "} Grade 4 

(,§) 
It splashes on the hard rocks

1 

We love the beauty 

~ 
,._____-- ~- ~:~ Audrey Hollo Grade 4 
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Pizza --~;j/ 
Pizza is round dough with cheese, 

tomato sauce and pepperoni. 
Pizza smells like baked cheese and tomatoes. 

Pizza feels gooey and bumpy. 
Pizza sounds crunchy when you bite into it. 

Pizza tastes like hot, crispy bread 

';':' with cheese on top. p 
\/ Teddy Kirkpatrick Grade 2 

Cherries 

Cherries look like red swings. 
Cherries smell like Kool-Aid. 

Cherries feel smooth and little weird. 
Cherries sound delicious for 

an after school snack. \ 
Cherries taste sweet and juicy. ~ ' 

( ) 
JakeMoss ~ Grade 2 

~ (. \/;;· i 1j1; 
Berry Blue 

1 
\ ~ 

V Looks like blueberry muffins 
Sounds like the ocean moving back and forth 
Feels like the cold water when you are 
washing your hands 
Smells like warm blueberry muffins coming 
out of the oven 
Tastes like the ocean water 
Makes me feel excited and happy 

Sage Lewin Grade 4 

Yellow 

Yellow looks like sun rays. 
Yellow sounds like the whistling of the wind. 
Yellow feels like a smooth blanket. 
Yellow smells like bananas. 
Yellow tastes like lemons. 
Yellow makes me laugh. 
Yellow is exciting. 

~ My Jamaican Style Eggs Benedict 

Everyone has a favorite breakfast. It's 
the most important meal of the day, might as 
well enjoy it. This is a dish you should really be 
talking about-the real Jamaican style eggs 
Benedict made at my place every weekend. 
First you have to make that flaky, buttery, 
biscuit from scratch from the freshest 
ingredients you can imagine. Then we move 
on to the thick and creamy hollandaise sauce 
which just complements every single delicious 
element perfectly. 

Then, we bring out the big guns--the 
inch thick slab of pork belly. Just listening to 
that hunk of meat in the fry pan is like a 
culinary symphony. But wait we're not 
finished yet! Who needs a regular egg when 
you can have fresh, delicious, raw quail egg 
shooters. They're so fresh that they just slide 
to the back of your throat. Well that's all I've 
got to say about my little piece of Jamaican ,
paradise. 

Shane Gettis 
r 

-- ~ Grade4 
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NATURl't RIAlM 
Spring Wonder )~ # 

(3/ Cool breeze blows on us 

Wind 

Spring is here 
Jump and cheer 

i .\. Flowers rise up to the sky 
Birds spread their wings and fly! 

High tall trees reach 

/ 

) 

I'll go tan on the beach 
Sun rises up for the whole day 

Let's get out and play! 
It's a wonderful day! 

The light slight breezes in the sky 
The tulips are growing, oh my! 
Spring is the season of LOVE! 

Katy Arutyunyan Grade 3 

Help Our Planet 

, I A I..,, 

I help the earth by turning off the 
water while I brush my teeth. I also turn off 
the lights when I am not in the room and I 
take quick showers. Last but not least, I _..,r.·, 
recycle. These are great ways to help the /,1 - " 1 
earth. It is important to help the earth f j (., , ... ~ 
because if you don't we won't have a home! • -.....--

Ch::c @ Grade 2 

~e Nice Day Outside 

Whoosh!!! The nice, soft, breezy, wind 
surrounds my body as the birds cheep. The 
trees sway back and forth through the 
afternoon day. The sun is like thousands of 
bright lights shining in the middle of the clear 
blue sky. A bunch of birds are flying over my 
head like a jet plane. The sky is clear blue. The 
waving of the green leaves looks like lettuce in 
the soft wind - yum! The ground is a bunch of 
little mushy stones that scratch against my 
feet. Sitting outside is amazing. 

Grade 2 Benjamin Sterne !r-..... \\~-~_.,. 
L---~ 

Waving other children's hair 
Shaking leaves on trees 

Jennifer Langone /\ Grade 3 
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Spring c1~ 
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The birds come back 
And so does the fly 
Who just flew by 

Flowers are blooming 
And bees are buzzing 

Happiness and joy 
fill through the koi 

No one has any reason to worry 
Lizards and chipmunks are beginning to scurry 

The ponds might overflow 
So that's the place you want to go 

If you want to go fishing 
And the fish will be biting 

Asher Jurman 

~ The Rainbow 

Suddenly, the rain stopped and the sky 
was bright blue. There in front of me stood a 
huge, gorgeous and colorful rainbow. The 
rainbow looked like a beautiful slide across 
the glimmering bright blue sky. The clouds 
looked like puffy white cotton balls 
surrounding the sparkling rainbow. The 
rainbow was so beautiful! The bright blue 
birds were soaring high in the sky. The 
graceful and delicate butterflies were flying 
around the colorful rainbow. It looked like a 
piece of silk decorating the sky. The bright 
yellow sun was shining on the rainbow making 
it sparkle as bright as the moonlit stars. 

Hannah Kuker Grade 2 
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My Heart 

Life 
Love, family 

Joy, togetherness, memories 
Relatives, siblings everywhere, chatting 

Living 

David Churba Grade 4 
I) . ·--- © r l 1 - .... 
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#1 Parents 

Parents 
Loving, generous 

Cook delicious food 
I really love them 

Playful 

Max Lipsky Grade 2 
_, 
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Love 

Mom r} - ]-t_ 

0 ', ) 
I 
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Loving, sweet. 

Best photo takl r 
Smells like a rose . 

Skier 

Isabella Ramos Grade 2 

Mom 

My mom looks like a beautiful flower. 
My mom smells like sweet perfume. 

My mom feels soft and cuddly. 
My mom always sounds loud. 

My mom tastes like chocolate kisses 
when I kiss her. 

Luke Berkeley Grade 1 

Mother 

Mother 
Pretty, funny 

Careful, dating, giving 
Sweet, nice, loving, lovable 

Mother 

Buzzy Boisvert Grade 1 

Dad ~ 

Dad ~ 
Caring, loving 

Loves his Blackberry 
Plays sports with me. 

Coach (It~ 
Grade2 ~ Michael Weinbrum 

Mom 

Mom 
Sweet, kind 

Bossy, nice, cool 
Smart, young, outstanding, awesome 

Mom 

Zachary Lyons Grade 1 

) 
(~7 Mom 

Mom looks like a gorgeous queen.:. 
Mom smells like a cherry blossom. 
Mom feels like a soft flower petal. 
Mom sounds like a hummingbird. 
Mom tastes like mint chapstick. 

Olivia Hudson \ ,\,./\'\ Grade 1 
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